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From Author Kayla Langford comes, The Hummus Cookbook: 100 Delicious Hummus Recipes!

This book will totally change your cooking! This is truly the ultimate hummus cookbook with 100 of

the most amazing hummus recipes for you. It comes with the recipes, ingredients, and all the steps

you need to know! Maybe you want to surprise your family... Maybe you need to spice up your

cooking... Or maybe you just want to try something new in the kitchen.... Then this book is for you!

Stop paying to much money for hummus at the store and make your own hummus at home in less

than 10 minutes.
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Personally I think Hummus is delicious and having 100 different Hummus recipes to try is awesome.

I liked how this book has a big list of different recipes so you have a lot of variety to try. It gives very

clear and easy to follow instructions and I enjoyed how the author provided information on the

amount of calories in the recipes, good for readers that are watching their calories. Great cookbook

for Hummus lovers and can be a tasty snack if you are having a party!

Awesome cookbook not only containing various, delicious recipes for hummus -- our family's

ultimate dip fave -- but this book also contains health benefit lists on this popular dip.I think a lot of

you will enjoy and learn reading from this one.

Usually I don't think of hummus as a tasty dish, but it is packed full of nutrients and is very



healthy.True to its word this book gives a hundred delicious recipes for hummus which are healthy

and easy to make. I have tried a few of the recipes and I am impressed with how delicious and tasty

they turned out.

This is a lovely compilation of recipes, with lots of variations so everyone should be able to find

something to their taste. I especially got a kick out of the author noting that using a Kindle in the

kitchen necessitates putting it into a protective cover. I grew up in a home where food and its

preparation were a common topic, so I can relate to the author and her children presenting their

creation for a 'tasting'. I look forward to using this book.

This recipe ebook is well-written, thoughtfully laid out and Ms. Langford has a sense of humor that

engages the reader (esp. moms). Don't skip this ebook thinking "It's just hummus" because true to

the title, it really is "Delicious Hummus." I'm hoping for more recipes and ideas from Ms. Langford.

This book is a quick and easy read that really gives you all the info I'd imagine you'd need to make

your on hummus plus quick history, culture and serving suggestions as well as several variant

recipes. I checked it out and I may try making hummus some time if I can ever find some of the stuff

to taste it first!

There are so many different recipes that to pick a few to take to a party was hard. There is always

the option at the end of the recipes to serve the hummus with either veggies or pita wedges. Some

of them might be better with graham crackers instead of veggies, but pita chips always work. Great

ideas.

Pretty decent set of hummus recipes! You will find, besides the classic version, several twists such

as beetroot hummus, and a black bean version. So many recipes, so many flavors. This is so cool.

Am always looking for healthy snack food that my family will eat. Thank you for the variety.
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